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VIKING Fire
A partner you can trust



Welcome to the VIKING advantage



Welcome to the VIKING advantage

Chosen by fire departments across the globe
VIKING’s state of the art fire fighting suits are developed in close co-operation with our demanding 
international customers. This means we can deliver innovative suits with special features as  
well as standard styles.

Custom made and approved
We can custom design according to specifications to approved standards or to a higher level of protection. 
All VIKING fire fighting suits meet international requirements, such as EN469 and NFPA 1971.

 

For the latest in design and technology for comfort 
and protection

Fire-fighting is tough business
Your protective clothing shouldn’t make it any tougher. At VIKING, we understand that a lightweight 
and comfortable fire fighting suit is essential for your safety and mobility in a dangerous fire fighting 
situation.



For more information about our products, 
visit www.VIKING-fire.com
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Fire protection 
by VIKING

Innovative use of the best fabrics
VIKING‘s innovative design allows firefighters to 
conserve energy and concentrate fully on the business 
of saving lives. our designers know fabrics and they 
know what it takes to create fire fighting suits with 
the best combination of fabrics and features for 
optimum protection, durability and comfort.

We offer a wide range of fire fighting suits with and 
without moisture barrier to match global customer 
requirements.
 
It‘s all about the critical time factor
Thermal protection, protection against, flash over and 
reducing the risk of heat stress are our main concerns.

The difference between pain and second degree 
burns is just a 12°c (approx.) increase in skin 
temperature. In addition, a stressed fire-fighter 
consumes up to 30-40% more air, reducing time on 
ScBA‘s. Therefore VIKING designs fire fighting suits 
with the greatest level of comfort and breathability.

our specially designed fire fighting suits with 
innovative use of multiple thermal layers, good 
ventilation breathability, and flexibility extend 
effective firefighting efforts by postponing the  
need to withdraw due to heat stress.

Quality and comfort
VIKING fire suits are made exclusively from top quality 
fabrics. We co-operate closely with our international 
partners.

our designers know a good fit and which extra 
features are important for comfort during extended 
periods of wear. 

contact us and see for yourself what makes VIKING 
fire fighting suits so special.

VIKING offers a wide range of fire fighting suits and related 
accessories with a focus on thermal protection and reducing  
heat stress.

For more information about our products, 
visit www.VIKING-fire.com

PARTNER
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Global specialist 
production
We manufacture life-saving equipment that combines the latest 
technology with extremely skilled craftsmanship.

VIKING has an award-winning workplace. our 
commitment to quality and safety and our loyal 
and experienced employees mean that our work 
environment is quite exceptional.

VIKING practises integrated production with joint 
global planning.

Particular speciality competences or special know how 
are concentrated at individual production units.

All our production facilities follow 
uniform guidelines and have identical 
systems and procedures.

ISo 9000 standards assure a consistent 
and standardised quality in accordance 
with specifications.

Global logistics

Our logistics network acts as one global unit  
with specialised systems for handling and  
tracking stock and delivery.

VIKING‘s logistics specialists have the necessary 
certifications for optimising handling of products 
covered by the international Dangerous Goods Act.

With a central warehouse and several distribution 
locations, we can easily adapt our logistics to the 
customer.

VIKING‘s global warehouses are tailored to the 
requirements of all markets, which means that our 
customers can benefit from optimum delivery to 
their site, while keeping costs low.
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Top-quality fabrics
VIKING takes safety seriously and only uses fabrics of the  
highest quality

Outer fabrics

NOMEX® Tough outer fabric
The durable outer fabric consists of 23% Kevlar®, offering 
excellent thermal protection and anti-static properties.

NOMEX® Hainsworth® TITAN 
dual protection outer fabric
This material offers the highest thermal protection 
available and is a quality textile that looks good, feels good 
and has the durability and abrasion resistance necessary to 
last.

NOMEX® III
This traditional material has been used for many years and 
is very popular with fire departments across the globe. 
NoMEX® III consists of 95% NoMEX® and 5% Kevlar® fibres. 

PBI® Matrix
PBI® Matrix uses a durable power grid, weaving high-
strength aramid fibres into the fabric to enhance its 
resistance to wear and tear while retaining its superior heat 
and flame protection.

Moisture barriers

Comfort and breathability 
The GorE-TEX® moisture barrier is at the core of all  
GorE-TEX® products. It contains of over 1.4 billion 
microscopic pores per square centimeter. These pores are 
20,000 times smaller than a water droplet, but 700 times 
larger that a water molecule. This is what makes the  
GorE-TEX® moisture barrier completely waterproof from 
the outside, while allowing perspiration to escape from the 
inside.

GORE-TEX® Airlock® 
GorE-TEX® Airlock® offers a unique combination  
of heat protection and moisture barrier. The heat and 
chemical-resistant spacers made of foamed silicone on a 
GorE-TEX® moisture barrier create a durable insulating air 
cushion. This innovative structure offers the best possible 
heat protection without the need for a separate insulation 
layer.
 

GORE-TEX® Fireblocker®

Excellent moisture barrier with superior resistance to liquid 
penetration above and beyond the requirements of EN469. 
Exceptionally durable and at the same time breathable. 

outer material

GorE-TEX® lining with
Airlock® Spacer Technology
and lining
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Let VIKING help you with the small details that make a big difference to your comfort and convenience 
- whether it‘s size, placement or colour, or options such as pockets, retro-reflective trim patterns and 
reinforcements. Flexible solutions in a strict quality process at competitive prices.

VIKING quality 

3 easy steps
It’s a simple process. Just choose the options you want for 
your fire suit, check the drawings, approve the design, and it 
goes to production.

our experts can help you get 
the most from your fire suit 
with the right combination of 
options for your needs.

Choose

once the design meets your 
approval, it goes to production 
with the push of a button.

Approve

Your design goes to production 
with the quality control you 
expect of VIKING.

Production

- with the flexibility you need





Fire departments all over the world choose VIKING 
clothing because of the superior quality. VIKING jackets are 
top of the line – from the features to the finish. Firefighters 
notice the difference as soon as they try them on.

VIKING designers use special combinations of materials that 
make the jackets as lightweight and flexible as possible in 
relation to performance and durability.

We include all the details that can help a firefighter 
concentrate on fighting the fire, from the designs that 
improve flexibility to features that provide easy access to 
important equipment without compromising comfort and 
safety.

Lightweight, flexible and loaded with special features 

VIKING fire fighting jackets

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQUIPMENT
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DRD - (Drag Rescue Device) Lifting becket

Optional details and features 

Flexible flashlight holder Kevlar® reinforcements on elbows Extension at bottom of jacket for
optimum protection

NOMEX® tube knitting wristlets

Raglan sleeves for more freedom of 
movement and protection at overlap

Attachment for optional collar Retro-reflective patch Inside pocket

Additional adjustment at the waist Zipper with quick release Detachable snap hook Anti-wicking at the bottom opening 
with zip fastening for easy repair





VIKING fire fighting trousers
Lightweight, flexible and loaded with special features 

As with our jackets, we only use the best fabrics in our 
trousers to maximise comfort and performance.

An important feature is our use of unique designs with 
elastic intake at waist and  special braces to help fire-
fighters conserve energy by moving the weight of the 
trousers from the shoulders to the hips.
 

VIKING fire fighting trousers include many features that 
ensure durability and freedom of movement.

Take a closer look at a few examples of what we offer in our 
fire fighting trousers. contact us for a demonstration and to 
try our various models.

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQUIPMENT
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Optional details and features 

Strong braces with NOMEX® 
webbing take up straps

Durable double zipper on front Elastic intake at waist for added
comfort

Elasticity in braces placed high for 
more flexible adjustment and greater 
comfort

Anti-wicking barrier to minimise 
water absorption 

Pass-through pockets
with Velcro closure

Waist trousers Reinforced Kevlar® in seat area Knife pocket on box pocket Pre-bent knees with
Kevlar® reinforcements
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VIKING Supreme
Exclusive suit designed with high-quality 
materials and extra pockets. Low-maintenance 
- only require reimpregnating after 30 washes.

Material
NoMEX® Hainsworth® TITAN with  
GorE-TEX® Airlock® moisture barrier.

Jacket (PS6808)
n 2 radio pockets, 2 side pockets, 2 flashlight holders  

and an inside pocket
n Anti-wicking at the bottom of the jacket and  

on the sleeves
n Kevlar® reinforcements on elbows
n High-quality NoMEX® wristlets with reinforced  

thumb hole
n Additional adjustment at the waist and at the  

bottom of the jacket for optimum fit
n Inspection zip fastening for easy repair
n Extra felt padding in the shoulders
n Attachment for optional collar and retro-reflective 

badge

Trousers (PS6859)
n	 Pockets: Pass-through pockets, box pockets and 

 a knife pocket
n	 Pre-bent knees with Kevlar® reinforcements 

and felt knee pads
n	 Elastic intake at back
n	 Anti-wicking at the bottom of the legs
n	 Durable VIKING braces with elastic at the back
n	 Inspection zipper

EN469 APProVAL ITEM No. 311606, 311605

Available 
with HuPF 

retro-reflective 
trim, PS6809

and with 
safetyline, 

PS6810

IN stock
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Material
NoMEX® Tough outer fabric  
with GorE-TEX® Fireblocker®  
moisture barrier .

ITEM No. 311617, 311608

VIKING Advance 

VIKING Supreme 

Material

PBI® Matrix with GorE-TEX® Airlock® moisture barrier.

Available 
with EN469 

retro-reflective 
trim,

 PS6209

ITEM No. 450831, 450832EN469 APProVAL

EN469 APProVAL

ITEM No. 311606, 311605

Perfect balance of quality and price in a classic 
design. Thoroughly tested fabrics offering 
superb protection at a competitive price. 
A timeless, classic design with vertical and 
horizontal reflective trim across the front. 
and trousers PS6264

Light and extremely durable. PBI® Matrix 
ensures a high durability even after exposed 
to extreme high temperatures. Like the 
VIKING Supreme, it is low-maintenance due  
to the enhanced finish Powershell® and only 
needs reimpregnating after 30 washes.

IN stock

Jacket PS6215 and trousers PS6264

Jacket PS8508 and trousers PS8559
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Top of the line and loaded with special features. 
More features for safety and comfort than 
any other VIKING suit.  Only the best materials, 
the short jacket offers outstanding freedom 
of movement. Low-maintenance - only require 
reimpregnating after 30 washes.

VIKING Quadriga

Material
NoMEX® Hainsworth® TITAN with  
GorE-TEX® Airlock® moisture barrier.

Jacket (PS6800)
n	 Additional adjustment at the waist and at the bottom  

of the jacket for optimum fit
n	 Kevlar® reinforcements on elbows
n	 Detachable name badge on right breast
n	 Pockets: radio pocket, mobile phone pocket, 1 inside 

pocket, box pockets with hand warmers in the sides
n	 Drag rescue device (DrD) in neck area

Trousers (PS6850)
n	 Elastic intake at waist for added comfort
n	 reinforced crotch and legs
n	 Pre-bent knees
n	 Kevlar® reinforcements on knees
n	 Pockets: Box pockets with strap  

for tool pouch, pass-through 
 pockets and tool pockets
n	 Zipper fly with flap and  

additional Velcro fastening

Chosen 
by 

Bosch

ITEM No. 311611, 311612EN469 APProVAL
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VIKING
PS8100 and PS8150
The very best materials with the innovative, 
triple layer GORE-TEX® Airlock® moisture barrier. 
Provides the ultimate in breathability and 
freedom of movement. Hood can cover the 
helmet for extra protection. Low-maintenance 
- only require reimpregnating after 30 washes.

ITEM No. 311611, 311612 EN469, EN342 AND EN343 APProVAL

Material
NoMEX® Hainsworth® TITAN  
with 3-layer GorE-TEX® Airlock® moisture barrier.

Jacket (PS8100)
n Pockets: 2 radio pockets, mask pocket on right breast,  

2 side pockets, mobile pocket and inside pocket 
n Top quality wristlets with reinforced thumbholes 
n Lace intake on waist for extra comfort
n Extra padding in shoulders provides extra protection to 

smoke divers 
n Double zipper on front
n Straps for carabineers on both sides
n Straps for microphones
n Number patch on both arms
n Hood for use over the helmet

Trousers (PS8150)
n	 Pockets: 2 box pockets, 2 pass through pockets  

with closures that protect against water and fire,  
mobile pocket and radio pocket 

n Pre-bent knees and detachable knee pads with  
pockets for two sizes as well as  
Kevlar® reinforcement 

n Detachable suspenders
n Intake on trouser leg with velcro 
n Straps for carabineers on both sides 
n reinforcement on cuffs and on  

inside trouser leg
n Anti-wicking on legs
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VIKING
PS8200 and PS4000
Tailored for team leaders. Windproof, water  
and fire resistant, designed to withstand harsh 
weather conditions.  Meets several official 
requirements. Variety of pockets within easy 
reach for convenience.

EN531, EN471, PrEN1149-5, EN342 AND EN343 APProVAL

Material 
Jacket GorE-TEX® 2 layer Hannover II with thermal layer, 
Trousers NoMEX® GorE-TEX®.

Jacket (PS8200)
n Pockets: 2 radio pockets on chest, 2 radio pockets on 

back, 2 side pockets, mobile pocket, pen pocket on left 
arm, 3 pockets under front pleat and 2 inside zipper 
pockets

n Detachable lining
n Lace intake on waist for extra comfort
n Double zipper on front
n Detachable carabineers at both side pockets
n Straps for microphones
n Number patch and Velcro adjustments on right arm
n Flexible pre-bent elbows
n Anti-wicking at bottom of jacket

Trousers (PS4000)
n	 Pockets: 2 box pockets, 2 pass through pockets 
 with closures that protect against water and fire,  

mobile pocket and radio pocket
n Detachable suspenders 
n Elastic intake at waist and belt straps 
n Number patch on left side 
n Pre-bent knees with reinforcements  

and detachable knee pads 
n Intake on legs with zipper and  

Velcro 
n Anti-wicking on legs and in 

 pockets
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VIKING
PS6589 and PS6588
Stay cool when the heat is on. Classic light-
weight suit that offers optimal protection 
from the risk of heat stress. The absence of 
a moisture barrier allows for a lighter fit, 
increases comfort and enables you to spend 
all your energy on fighting the fire.

Material
NoMEX® III

Jacket (PS6589)
n Pockets: 2 side pockets with flaps, inside pocket  

and radio pockets on each breast
n Front zipper extending to collar
n Lace intake at waist
n Snap hook in the right pocket
n Shoulder straps and extra layer of knitting on shoulders
n Straps for microphones
n Prepared for communication system
n Loop fastener for name/logo on left breast

Trousers (PS6588)
n	 Pockets: 2 box pockets on thighs and pass-through  

pocket in both sides 
n Fly zipper
n Adjustable braces
n Pre-bent knees and knee pad pockets with pads
n Elastic intake on back 
n Anti-wicking barrier at bottom of trousers leg

EN469 APProVAL ITEM No. 311560, 311605

IN stock
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Coastal rescue is an important area of focus. Therefore it is essential to consider  
what life-saving equipment is needed in order to be best prepared.

Coastal rescue

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQUIPMENT

ITEM No. 278365

F067000
VIKING pontoon raft

n	 Ideal for coastal and sea rescues in the water and 
on ice

n	 Very lightweight, with handles for safe and easy 
n	 L: 266 cm, W: 147 cm, H: 36 cm
n	 Weight: 18 kg

n	 Available without insulation as a 1-hour immersion 
suit or with insulation as a 6-hour immersion suit

n	 SoLAS-approved suit
n	 Buoyancy foam attached to the detachable 
 lining. The suit is not approved for use without 
 a lifejacket
n	 Emergency light, whistle, pockets for radio and 

glove pockets for neoprene gloves
n	 Available with fixed boots or socks.

Since the suit is intended for use under the harshest 
of conditions, its design is focused on comfort and 
durability. Elastic intake at back for optimum fit. 
Additional reinforcements at the knees and in the 
seat.

PS4170
VIKING immersion/anti-exposure suit

RELATEd PROduCTS 

PV9320 Inflatable SoLAS 180N lifekacket with optional 
Wipe clean or Heat resistant covers 

PV9360 Inflatable SoLAS 275N lifejacket asymmetric

PV9361 Inflatable SoLAS 275N lifejacket symmetric 
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VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQUIPMENT

Also available with spark-resistant aluminium cover 
or wipe-clean cover, which can be easily wiped clean 
in the event of contamination.

PV9320
VIKING SOLAS inflatable lifejacket
n	 180 Newton buoyancy
n	 can be inflated automatically, manually, or orally
n	 Fitted with SoLAS-approved emergency light, 

whistle and lifting becket
n	 crotch strap for optimum swimming position

The ideal solution for coastal rescue activities and 
fire-fighting.

n	 New top of the line combi-suit, tested according  
to SoLAS and EN469

n	 Watertight GorE-TEX® moisture barrier ensures that 
the suit is not noticeably heavier than a  
normal fire suit – without compromising on comfort

n	 The suit is fitted with fixed boots
n	 Neoprene gloves and hood included

PS4007
Combined fire and immersion suit

PS6561
VIKING Fire suit

Material 
Aramid 

Jacket 
n Front zipper extending to 

top of collar
n Hook/loop intake at 

wristlets 

Trousers
n	 Pocket: Inverse pockets on 

both sides
n Fly zipper
n Adjustable braces
n Elastic intake at waist on 

the back part of trousers 
n Pre-bent knees 

Coastal rescue



VIKING offers numerous practical options

Accessories

All of our accessories have been chosen for their high quality and durability, with particular consideration  
given to comfort. They have all been approved in accordance with applicable regulations.

PArT No. S-5260360

EN15090:2006, 
EN ISo 20345:2004, 
MED, MS1599:1998, 
AS/NZS4821:2006 AND 
cSA Z195-02/ASTM2413-05 
APProVAL

PArT No. PS383567

ITEM No. 302568

NoMEX®/VIScoSE  
50/50, 235 Gr/M2

PArT No. PS383731

ITEM No. 302569

97% ArAMID, 
3% ANTISTATIc 
FIBErS, 285 Gr/M2

PArT No. 1039XXXX
EN659:2003 + A1:2008
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PS6561
VIKING Fire suit

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQUIPMENT
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VIKING PS6881
Classic, lightweight overall that eliminates 
need for jacket and trousers overlap. Two layer 
GORE-TEX® Airlock® moisture barrier for light-
weight protection that reduces the risk of heat 
stress. Low-maintenance - only require  
reimpregnating after 30 washes.

Material 
NoMEX® Hainsworth® TITAN with  
GorE-TEX® Airlock® moisture barrier.

Coverall (PS6881)
n Pockets: 2 pass-through pockets, large box pockets 
 on each thigh, small box pocket over right box pocket, 

inside pocket and 2 radio pockets 
n NoMEX® knitted wristlets with thumb hole
n Pre-bent knees 
n Knee pad pockets with pads
n Elastic intake at waist 
n Front zipper with two sliders extending to collar
n Snap hook inside small box pocket
n Strap for microphone on right breast
n Loop fastener for name/logo on left breast

EN469 APProVAL

Po
pu
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VIKING PS7113
designed for team leaders at the 
helm. Large number of pockets for 
mobile phones and other 
communication devices and 
prepared for communication 
systems. Strong and lightweight 
TITAN® outer fabric offering 
premium protection and freedom 
of movement. Low-maintenance - 
only require reimpregnating after 
30 washes.

Material 
NoMEX® Hainsworth® TITAN

Jacket (PS7113)
n Pockets: 2 side pockets with flaps, 2 radio 

pockets, flap pocket, mobile pocket 
attached to the lining, mobile pocket on 
left sleeve and on each radio pocket

n NoMEX® knitted wristlets with a  
thumb hole 

n Front zipper with one slider
n Lace intake at waist
n Snap hook in right pocket
n Extra layer of knitting on shoulders,  

front flap and collar
n Shoulder straps
n Microphone strap on right breast
n Loop fastener for name/logo on left breast
n Prepared for commucation system
n Loop fastener for name patch on right 

sleeve

EN469 APProVAL

Po
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VIKING PS6581
Similar to the PS6589 and PS6588 in a coverall 
style. High-quality materials, extra pockets and 
low-maintenance.

Material
NoMEX® III

Coverall (PS6581)
n Pockets: Inverse pocket with zipper, 2 box pockets  

on thighs, small box pocket above right box pocket, 
inside pocket and 2 radio pocket 

n Pre-bent knees and knee pad pockets with pads
n Elastic intake at back
n Epaulets
n Front zipper with two sliders extending to collar
n Snap hook inside the small box pocket
n Strap for microphone on right breast
n Prepared for communication system
n Loop fastener for name/logo on left breast

EN469 APProVAL

Po
pu
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 in
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IN stock
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VIKING
PS7101 and PS7151
The match between premium protection, 
breathability and freedom of movement. 
Made from strong and lightweight TITAN® 
outer fabric offering excellent breathability. 
Suit is design without a moisture barrier  
for a lighter fit. Low-maintenance - only require 
reimpregnating after 30 washes.

Material 
NoMEX® Hainsworth® TITAN 

Jacket (PS7101)
n Pockets: 2 side pocket, inside pocket and 2 radio pockets
n NoMEX® knitted wristlets with thumb hole
n Elastic intake at waist
n Snap hook strap in right pocket
n Microphone strap on right breast
n Loop fastener for name/logo on left breast
n Extra layer of knitting on shoulders  

Trousers (PS7151)
n	 Pockets: 2 box pockets on thighs, 2 pass-through pockets 

and a small box pocket 
n Fly zipper
n Adjustable braces 
n Knee pad pockets with pads and pre-bent knees 
n Elastic intake at waist on the back part of trousers
n Anti-wicking barrier at bottom of legs

EN469 APProVAL

Po
pu

lar
 in
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IN stock

Also available with 
pre-bent knees with Kevlar® 

reinforcement, PS7153

and 

as coverall with 
reinforcements and felt

knee pads, PS7181
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VIKING
PS6804 and PS6854
Freedom of movement that is second to none. 
A short jacket with back flap to increase 
protective coverage between jacket and 
trousers. Lightweight design for a comfortable 
wear - without compromising safety. 
Low-maintenance - only require reimpregnating 
after 30 washes.
 

Material 
NoMEX® Hainsworth® TITAN with  
GorE-TEX®  Airlock® moisture barrier. 

Jacket (PS6804)
n Pockets: 2 side pockets, inside pocket, 2 paspel-piped 

radio pockets, 2 pockets under front flap and a mobile 
pocket on front flap

n Lace intake at waist and at bottom of jacket
n Strap for closing the collar in front
n Detachable snap hook that can be placed in both sides 

over pocket and over right radio pocket
n Strap for radio and for radio aerial above right radio 

pocket
n NoMEX® knitted wristlets with a thumb hole at wrist 

fitted for gloves in sleeve 
n Kevlar® reinforced elbow area
n Anti-wicking barrier in sleeve 

Trousers (PS6854)
n  Pockets: 2 side pockets on legs and one knife pocket on 

the right pocket
n Detachable braces
n Elastic intake in back
n Fly zip fastener
n Kevlar® reinforced pre-bent knees
n Anti-wicking barrier and drain holes at bottom of  

trousers legs

EN469 APProVAL

Also available 
in PBI® MATRIX with 
GORE-TEX®  Airlock® 

moisture barrier   
–  PS8504 and 

PS8554
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EN469 APProVAL

VIKING
PS6806 and PS6856
Lightweight and breathable with Swedish 
trim. Raglan sleeves keep the jacket in place 
during movement for protective coverage. 
Reinforced at critical knee, elbow and seat 
areas to limit wear and tear. Low-maintenance 
- only require reimpregnating after 30 washes.

Material
NoMEX® Hainsworth® TITAN 
with GorE-TEX® Airlock®moisture barrier. 

Jacket (PS6806)
n	 Pockets: 2 side pockets, 2 paspel-piped radio pockets, 

pocket under tongue with two openings and mobile 
pocket on front flap

n NoMEX® knitted wristlets with a thumb hole at wrist 
fitted for gloves in sleeve 

n Front zipper extending to collar
n Lace intake at waist and bottom of jacket
n Strap for radio and for radio aerial above right radio 

pocket
n Straps for light under radio pockets
n Kevlar® reinforced elbow area
n Anti-wicking barrier in sleeve 
n Detachable hood
n Drainholes at bottom of jacket and both sleeves

Trousers (PS6856)
n	 Pockets: 2 side pockets on legs with straps 

for radio on the inside
n Elastic intake in back
n Fly zip fastener
n Pre-bent knees and detachable felt knee pads
n Kevlar® reinforced on knees and seat
n Snap hook under right pocket flap

Po
pu
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EN469, EN342 and EN343 APProVAL

VIKING PS8180
The very best materials with the innovative, 
triple layer GORE-TEX® Airlock® moisture 
barrier. Provides the ultimate in breathability 
and freedom of movement. Low-maintenance 
- only require reimpregnating after 30 washes.

Material

NoMEX® Hainsworth® TITAN with  
GorE-TEX®  Airlock® moisture barrier. 

Coverall (PS8180)

n		Pockets: box radio pocket on left breast, pocket for mask 
on right breast with box radio pocket, mobile pocket on 
front flap, inside pocket, 2 pass-through pockets with 
water and fire protective closure, 2 box pockets, 2 knee 
pad pockets made of silicone Kevlar® with opening from 
outside and from bottom

n Pre-bent knees with detachable knee pads
n reinforcement in outer material at hemline of trousers 

and at bottom of inner seam
n Pre-bent sleeves with dart
n Narrowing at waist and at back of collar with elastic 

string and cord lock
n Elastic intake at waist at back
n Narrowing strap with loop and hook fastener at  

bottom of trousers
n Front zipper with two sliders extending to collar 
n closure from left shoulder to right leg and with  

double front flap with water canal  
n Strap for detachable snap hook in both sides  

(no snap hook)
n Strap on each shoulder
n Adjustable aerial strap on left breast
n Microphone strap on right side 
n Number path on each sleeve 
n Name/logo on upper back
n Drain holes at bottom of sleeves,  

bottom of leg and in all pockets
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VIKING Economy
You would wish that every basic model was 
like this one. Offers a high level of quality at  
a very competitive price. Flexible, featuring a 
special Pu moisture barrier that withstands 
high temperatures.

Material

Aramid outer fabric with ToPAZ moisture barrier

Jacket (PS8400)
n	 High-quality NoMEX® wristlets with reinforced  

thumb hole
n	 Pockets: radio pocket, 2 side pockets and  

an inside pocket
n	 Strap for detachable snap hook
n	 Additional adjustment at the waist
n	 retro-reflective badge on back
n	 raglan sleeves

Trousers or overalls (PS8450)
n	 Pockets: Pass-through pockets, box pockets, knife pocket
n	 Durable VIKING braces with elastic at the back
n	 Pre-bent knees with Kevlar® reinforcements and 

detachable knee pads
n	 Elastic intake at waist
n	 Anti-wicking at the bottom of the legs

EN469 APProVAL ITEM No. 311613, 311614
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VIKING
Protector
Approved fire fighting suit in 
HuPF look-alike. Excellent comfort 
and raglan sleeves for optimal 
coverage during deployment.

Material
NoMEX® Tough outer fabric with
GorE-TEX® Fireblocker® moisture barrier.

Jacket (PS6204)
n	 High-quality NoMEX® wristlets with 

reinforced thumb hole
n	 Pockets: radio pocket, 2 side pockets and 

an inside pocket
n	 Strap for detachable snap hook
n	 Additional adjustment at the waist
n	 retro-reflective badge on back

Trousers or overalls  
(PS6244 or PS6245)
n	 Pockets: Pass-through pockets, box 

pockets, knife pocket
n	 Durable VIKING braces with elastic  

at the back
n	 Pre-bent knees with Kevlar® 

reinforcements and detachable  
knee pads

n	 Elastic intake at waist
n	 Anti-wicking at the bottom of the legs
n	 Inspection zipper

HuPF trousers PS6244

 HuPF trousers PS6245  

EN469 AND HUPF APProVAL ITEM No. 311586ITEM No. 311585

VIKING Protector PS6204
HuPF look a-like

HuPF PS6214

ITEM No. 311591

ITEM No. 311597
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Material

NoMEX® III outer fabric

Jacket (PS6504)
n	 Pockets: radio pocket, 2 side pockets 
 and an inside pocket
n	 Zipper on sleeves
n	 Additional adjustment at the waist
n	 Detachable snap hook
n	 orange with grey retro-reflective trim
n	 retro-reflective ”FEUErWEHr” badge on back
n	 Jacket also available with GorE-TEX® moisture barrier  

(PS6005)

Trousers (PS6550)
n	 Pockets: Pass-through pockets and box pockets
n	 Pre-bent knees with Kevlar® reinforcements and 

detachable knee pads
n	 Elastic adjustment at the waist
n	 Anti-wicking at the bottom of the legs with zippers  

to adjust to different boot sizes
n	 Navy blue with grey retro-reflective trim

VIKING
Niedersachsen

EN469 APProVAL ITEM No. 311565, 311598

Also available 
with moisture 
barrier, PS6005
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A basic suit without moisture barrier in the 
well-known VIKING quality. Excellent price/
performance ratio. designed with a German 
style design including orange jacket and black 
trousers with grey retro-reflective trim.

 HuPF trousers PS6245  
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VIKING  
Profi Extreme 
The best of two worlds. The VIKING Profi 
Extreme jacket is semi-long which offers good 
freedom of movement with improved air 
circulation. Low-maintenance - only require 
reimpregnating after 30 washes.

Material
Hainsworth® TITAN with  
NoMEX®  GorE-TEX® Airlock® moisture barrier.

Jacket (PS6807)
n	 High-quality NoMEX® wristlets with reinforced  

thumb hole
n	 Anti-wicking at the bottom of the jacket
n	 Pockets: radio pocket, 2 side pockets and an  

inside pocket
n	 Additional adjustment at the waist for optimum fit
n	 Attachment for optional collar and retro-reflective  

badge on back
n	 Inspection zipper 

Trousers (PS6859)
n	 Pockets: Pass-through pockets, box pockets,                                                    

knife pocket
n	 Durable VIKING braces with elastic at the back
n	 Pre-bent knees with Kevlar® reinforcements
n	 Elastic intake at waist
n	 Anti-wicking at the bottom of the legs
n	 Zipper on legs to adjust to different boot sizes

ITEM No. 311631, 311605
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VIKING 
PS6514
For team leaders who 
take part in the fire 
fighting. The jacket EN469 
approved and features a 
variety of pockets within 
easy reach.

Material

NoMEX® III

Jacket (PS6514)

n		Pockets: 2 side pockets, 2 inside 
pockets, 2 paspel-piped radio 
pockets and a mobile pocket

n NoMEX® knitted wristlets with 
a thumb hole at wrist fitted for 
gloves in sleeve 

n Zip fastener
n Lace intake at waist and 

bottom of jacket
n Strap for radio and for radio 

aerial above right radio pocket
n Straps for light under radio 

pockets
n Detachable hood in collar
n High collar closure
n Detachable snap hook
n Belt casings for two type of 

belts
n Sleeve intake with zip fastener
n outer fabric and felt quilted 

reinforcement on shoulders
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VIKING
Scandinavia
Nordic sensibility in a fire fighting suit.   
A lightweight suit consisting of a short jacket 
for freedom of movement even in tight 
spaces. Back flap ensures protective coverage.

Material

NoMEX® Tough outer fabric

Jacket (PS6111)

n		Pockets: 2 side pockets, 2 inside pockets,  
2 radio pockets and 1 mobile phone pocket

n		Extra felt padding in the shoulders
n		Additional adjustment at waist and at bottom
n		Zipper on sleeves
n		Detachable hood with elastic opening
n		Several holders for radio and flashlights; holders  

for 2 types of fire-fighter belt and an axe hook 

Trousers (PS6140)

n		Pockets: 2 side pockets and a knife pocket on right leg,  
2 radio pockets on chest 

n		High waist
n		The trousers are also available with Act Safe harness
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VIKING global network
VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQuIPMENT A/S
(Headquarters)
Saedding ringvej 13
6710 Esbjerg V
denmark

Tel:  +45 76 11 81 00
Fax: +45 76 11 81 01
e-mail: viking@viking-life.com

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQuIPMENT Brazil  LTdA 
Praia de Botafogo 501 – 1st Floor 
cEP 22250-040 rJ 
Brazil 

Tel:  +5521 2586 6309 
Fax: +5521 2586 6001
e-mail: viking-br@viking-life.com

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQuIPMENT China
Building 3, 1456 Xin Tanwa Highway
Pudong District
201321 Shanghai
PR China

Tel:  +86 21 6289 9922
Fax: +86 21 5815 6010
e-mail: viking-ch@viking-life.com

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQuIPMENT Estonia AS
Helgi tee 3, 
Peetri küla, rae vald, 
75312 Harjumaa.
Estonia

Tel:  +372 606 93 93
Fax: +372 606 93 99
e-mail: viking-ee@viking-life.com

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQuIPMENT Oy, Finland
Pääskykalliontie 13
F-21420 Lieto
Finland

Tel:   +358-(0)2-489 500
Fax:: +358-(0)2 489 5011
e-mail: viking-fi@viking-life.com

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQuIPMENT France S.a.r.l.
41, rue Michel Ange
91026 Evry cedex
France

Tel:  +33 (0) 160 87 09 00 
Fax: +33 (0) 160 87 09 01
e-mail: viking-f@viking-life.com

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQuIPMENT A/S
Liebigstrasse 67
D-22113 Hamburg
Germany

Tel:  + 49-40-73 10 53-0
Fax: +49-40-73 10 53-10/30
e-mail: viking-d@viking-life.com

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQuIPMENT Hong Kong Ltd.
Unit A 12/F, cheung Hing Shing centre,
23 Sha Tsui road, Tsuen Wan
New Territories
Hong Kong

Tel:  +852 2429 7878/2425 2410
Fax: +852 2423 6228
e-mail: viking-hk@viking-life.com

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQuIPMENT Ltd. Aberdeen
Unit 19, ocean Trade centre
Minto Avenue, Altens
AB12 3JZ, Aberdeen
Great Britain

Tel:  +44 (0) 1224 898969
Fax: +44 (0) 1224 894565
e-mail: vikingabz@viking-life.com

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQuIPMENT Ltd. 
Gt Yarmouth
South Denes road
Gt Yarmouth, Norfolk – Nr30 3 PJ
Great Britain

Tel:  +44 (0) 1493 850250
Fax: +44 (0) 1493 851222
e-mail: vikingldn@viking-life.com

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQuIPMENT Ltd. Liverpool
Unit 31, Wellington Employment Park
Dunes Way
L5 9rJ Liverpool
Great Britain

Tel:  +44 (0) 151 207 3030
Fax: +44 (0) 151 207 3807
e-mail: vikingliv@viking-life.com

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQuIPMENT Ltd. Southampton
Hamble court, Hamble Lane
So31 4QL Southampton, Hampshire 
Great Britain

Tel:  +44 (0) 2380 454184
Fax: +44 (0) 2380 454284
e-mail: vikingsth@viking-life.com

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQuIPMENT Iceland ehf.
Ishella 7
IS-221 Hafnarfjörður
Iceland

Tel.: +354-544-2270
Fax: +354-544-2271
e-mail: viking-is@viking-life.com

Viking Life Saving Equipment Pte LTd 
c/o. ramboll Engineering consultancy Services 
819, 8th Floor, c Wing
215 Atrium
Andheri-Kurla road
Next to courtyard Marriot Hotel
Andheri (E)
Mumbai - 400 059
India

Fax: +91 22 2643 5688
Mobile: +91 9930126233

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQuIPMENT Italia s.r.l.
Via Delle Pianazze, 170
19136 – La Spezia
Italy

Tel:  +39 () 187-981322
Fax: +39 0 187-982499
e-mail: pedrotti@viking-life.com

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQuIPMENT B.V.
P.o. Box 266
3330 AG Zwijndrecht
The Netherlands

Tel: +31 (0) 88 008 05 00 
Fax: +31 (0) 88 008 05 95
e-mail: viking-nl@viking-life.com

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQuIPMENT Norway AS
Idrettsveien 
Straume Næringspark
No-5353 Straume (Bergen)
Norway

Tel:  +47-815-00- 325
Fax: +47-56-32 61 10
e-mail: bergen@viking-life.com

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQuIPMENT Norway AS
oluf onsumsvei 11
N-0680 oslo
Norway

Tel:  +47-815-00- 325
Fax: +47-22-68 84 80
e-mail: viking-n@viking-life.com

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQuIPMENT
ISTANBuL dENIZCILIK TICARET AS
Aydinli mah.Tuzla Mermerciler oSB.
Gazi Bulvari.4.Sokak.No 12
Tr 34953 Tuzla-Istanbul
Turkey

Tel:  +90 216 593 31 79 
Fax: +90 216 593 31 78
e-mail: vikingistanbul@viking-life.com

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQuIPMENT Russia
Promzona Gorelovo, Kvartal 2 
Volkhonskoe Shosse, Bldg. 2B, korp. 15
Lomonosovskiy rajon
198323 Leningrad oblast, 
Russia

Tel.: +7 812 493 59 24 
Fax: +7 812 493 59 22
e-mail: viking-ru@viking-life.com

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQuIPMENT Pte LTd  
14 Loyang Way 4
Loyang Industrial Estate 507601 
Singapore 

Tel:  +65 6424 9200
Fax: +65 6424 9210
e-mail: viking-sg@viking-life.com

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQuIPMENT (SA)(Pty) Ltd
cnr Neptune- & carlisle Street 
Paarden Eiland 7405 
P.o. Box 257
7420 cape Town
South Africa

Tel:  +27 21 5075879 / 5075765
Fax: +27 21 5075878 
e-mail: viking-sa@viking-life.com

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQuIPMENT (SA) (Pty) Ltd
Units No.2 Seebrook Park 
210 chamberlain road
4026 Jacobs, Durban
South Africa

Tel:  +27 31 4681261 
Fax: +27 31 4681251 
e-mail: vikingdbn@viking-life.com

VIKING Life-Saving Equiptment (SA) (Pty) Ltd
31 Baakens Street
central 6001
Port Elizabeth
South Africa

Tel. +27 41 5850373
Fax. +27 86 6548388

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQuIPMENT Iberica S.A.
c/General Pardinas 112 bis, 
bajo B
28006 Madrid
Spain

Tel:  +34-91-5624833
Fax: +34-91-5613805
e-mail: viking-e@viking-life.com

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQUIPMENT Sweden AB
Strömfallsvägen 53
135 49 Tyresö, Stockholm
Sweden

Tel:  +46 (0)8 7700170
Fax: +46 (0)8 7700183
e-mail: viking-se@viking-life.com

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQuIPMENT (Middle East)
AL JADAF SHIPDocKING YArD
P.o.Box 13448
Dubai
uAE (united Arab Emirates)

Tel:  +971-4-324 3555
Fax: +971-4-324 3444
e-mail: viking-uae@viking-life.com

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQuIPMENT (America), Inc.
1400 NW 159St., Suite 101
33169 Florida, Miami 
u.S.A.

Tel:  +1 (305) 614-5800
Fax: +1 (305) 614-5810
e-mail: usasales@viking-life.com



DuPont™
VIKING is a DuPont™ NoMEX® Quality Partner which means all 
of our products are subject to tough requirements and undergo 
extensive testing to ensure the best quality.

W.L. Gore
VIKING is a licensed partner approved by 
W.L. Gore & Associates.

VIKING has a co-operation agreement with 
PBI Performance Products, Inc.

Hainsworth® 
VIKING is a Hainsworth® Quality Partner which means all of our 
products are subject to tough requirements and undergo extensive 
testing to ensure the best quality. Hainsworth® and TITAN are 
registered trademarks of A.W. Hainsworth & Sons Ltd.
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VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQUIPMENT A/S 
Saedding ringvej 13 . 6710 Esbjerg V . Denmark

Tel.: +45 76 11 81 00 . Fax: +45 76 11 81 01 . E-Mail: VIKING@VIKING-life.com . www.VIKING-life.com

The VIKING advantage
VIKING is a global market leader in maritime and fire safety, providing essential safety 
equipment for commercial shipping, yachting and fishing vessels, offshore installations, 
defence and fire-fighting sectors.

VIKING fire-fighter clothing is used by professionals across the globe – from Boston to 
Singapore. Our fire-fighter clothing is developed in close co-operation with our demanding 
international customers. This means we can deliver innovative suits with special features as 
well as standard models.

www.VIKING-fire.com


